
Junior Wildland Fire
ranger Program!

Idaho Firewise 



HEY FUTURE JUNIOR WILDLAND
FIRE RANGERS, I'M FLAME THE

FIREWISE FOX!

To recieve your
Junior Wildland

Fire Ranger
Certification and

Sticker!

Being a wildland firefighter isn't a small
task, There's lots of risk and danger but

don't worry! After completing this booklet
you'll be a junior wildland fire ranger and

know just what it takes to prevent and
prepare for when wildfires happen. 

Send your completed booklet to:
Idaho Firewise
P.O. Box 8234

Moscow, ID 83843
 
 

Are you ready to become a Junior wildland Fire Ranger?



 

Doing what comes naturally

Oxygen
FuelHea
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Wood is an example of
Air is also called 

IS NEEDED TO LIGHT FUELS  

Many people think all wildfires are bad, but did you know that they're 
 beneficial to the ecosystem? Wildfires are a natural occurring process for

many landscapes, they're essential to remain healthy. 

Word Bank 

Fire is a combination of heat, oxygen, fuel, and an
ignition source. This is called the fire triangle

Help me fill in the blanks using the word Bank!

Fire SoilWildlife Nutrients PLANTS

helps recycle dead plants, releasing                
back into the                  . This encourages New 

to grow and provides                    for  .

1.) FIRE , 2.) NUTRIENTS , 3.) SOIL , 4.) PLANTS , 5.) HABITAT , 6.) WILDLIFE

HABITAT

1.) FUEL , 2.) OXYGEN , 3.) HEAT



What is a wildland firefighter?

Help me decode this message to find out!
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Using the right tools to get the job done

You just recieved a call to help put out a fire. quick - what equipment do you need!

draw a line between the tool and its matching use

Protects your legs when
fighting fire

Used for lighting
prescribed fires

Cuts and scraps fire line

Used for cutting trees down

Used to protect your
head from falling

trees
Used for spraying

water

HELMET

nomex
pants

PULASKI CHAINSAW

FIRE HOSE

DRIP TORCH



DID YOU KNOW
THAT IDAHO'S

STATE TREE IS THE
WHITE PINE!

Trees need 5 things to thrive:
1. Space

2. Sunlight
3. Water

4. Nutrients
5. Oxygen

 Fuel Types
Surface Fuel:

Ladder Fuel:

Tree Crown fire :

small shrubs, grasses and woody debris on the ground. Surface fires spread quickly.

intermediate sized trees or shrubs that provide a surface for fire to climb into tree crowns.

branches and foliage make up the crown of the tree. a wildfire that reaches the tree
crown is known as a tree crown fire. at this stage it becomes hard to control.

Forestry Health 
Why did the tree need to take a nap? .... For rest. 

FIRE IS ESSENTIAL FOR MAINTAINING A HEALTHY FOREST.
WILDFIRES ARE A NATURAL PROCESS THAT HELP REMOVE EXCESS
LEAF LITTER AND DEBRIS FROM THE FOREST FLOOR AND RELEASE
NUTRIENTS BACK INTO THE SOIL ACTING LIKE A FERTILIZER.
THIS GIVES EXSISTING PLANTS MORE SPACE AND NUTRIENTS

TO GROW AND REMOVES SURFACE AND LADDER FUELS. 

Fill in the boxes
with the appropriate

fuel type
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EAGLE EYE

HELLO AGAIN, FLAME HERE! 
Wildland firefighters must have an eagle eye to

spot hazards along their route. 
can you spot my hidden words? 

AIR
FIRE

PATROL

FIGHT
HOTSHOT

AXE

FIREWISE
FIREBREAK

HOSE

FUELS
WUI

PLANE



Help the cow join the herd!
During a wildfire livestock, wildlife and our pets rely on us to

get them out of harms way. 

START

END

Help this cow safely get back to the herd, be
careful of the fire patches, Ouch!

NICELY
DONE!



Wildlife and Wildfire

This Black-backed
woodpecker, relies on

wildfires. After a
burn, the species feeds
on beetle larvae that
live in the dying and

dead trees. It also
utilizes dead trees to

build its nest.

What happens to wildlife when wildfire
strikes? 

Wildlife have lived with wildfire for centuries and have
learned to live with it. Most wildlife will temporarily
leave their homes and return when food and shelter

have grown back.

Draw your favorite animal or create an animal that has
adaptations to fire! 

ADAPTATIONS HELP 
 SPECIES BECOME

BETTER SUITED TO ITS
ENVIRONMENT.



Wildfire DO's and DONT's 

Prescribed fires
Prescribed fires are used to help manage the forest. these fires are intentionally set and

controlled by certified professionals to mimic the natural burn cycles of forests.
burning helps create new growth and habitat for wildlife. 

Tic-Tac-Toe: Place an X on a wildfire Don't and an O on a
wildfire DO to learn more about human caused wildfires 

Follow Fire
restrictions

Leave your
Campfire with

Hot Embers

Have water
to put out
your Fire

Plant bushes
right next to

your home

Light
sparklers on

dry Grass 

Leave your
Camping

trash 

Create A barrier
around your

fire

Have a fire
on a dry,
windy day

Plant Fire
adapted plants
around home 



EYE SPY!
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR IDAHO TREES?

Western White Pine
Idaho's State Tree
HAS 5 needles per
bunch, Bark will
fall off during a

fire to keep the tree
from dying 

quacking Aspen
 grows back

(regenerates) very
quickly after a wildfire. 

Western Larch
low flammability

foliage, a tolerance
for defoliation

(Loosing its needles),
and deep root systems 

Check out these
common trees
and their fire
adaptations!



Wildland firefighters have to be strong and able to
carry over 50 pounds for miles in rough

conditions and intense heat.
 
 

1. DO 10 PUSH UPS

2. DO 20 JUMPING JACKS

3. DO 10 SIT UPS

ALMOST DONE,
YOU'RE ON FIRE!

Physical Test!
 

Lets put your muscles to the test! Complete the activities below. 
once complete, put an "x" next to the activity. 

THINK FAST! 
NAME THESE TOOLS

1LEFT TO RIGHT: CHAINSAW,PULASKI,HELMET



TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!

1. WHAT MAKES UP THE FIRE TRIANGLE? 
1. 
2.
3.

2. WHAT TOOL IS THIS? 

3. WHAT ARE LADDER FUELS? 

4. TRUE OR FALSE - Livestock and wildlife can adapt to fire 

5. WHAT TREE SPECIES IS THIS? 
A. WHITE PINE

B. LARCH
C. ASPEN 

YOU'LL BE A
JUNIOR WILDLAND
FIRE RANGER IN NO

TIME!

Hint: Bundle of 5 



(Sign Name)

CONGRATULATIONS!

YOU'RE A JUNIOR WILDLAND FIRE RANGER!

 As a Junior Wildland Fire ranger, I promise to
protect and preserve the plants, animals, and Idaho

landscape. I will share what I have learned about
wildland fire with friends and family. i will 

 continue to practice living firewise and protect the
beautiful state of idaho for years to come.

(DATE)


